Introduction
Signal detectability depends on the interaction between signal form, receiver sensory system and transmission environment. Theory predicts complex coevolutionary dynamics among all of these factors [1] . Thus far, most research has focused on how prevailing environmental conditions shape sensory systems and how sensory systems constrain signal form. For example, the environment influences spectral sensitivity of cichlid visual systems, which in turn shapes the sexually selected coloration of males [2] . While there are well-known examples where receiver sensory systems evolve to facilitate eavesdropping on existing signals of predators or prey [3] , less work has explored sensory system evolution in the context of intraspecific communication (though see [4] ). Unlike eavesdropping on existing heterospecific signals, sensory system evolution in response to conspecific signals may play a crucial role in shaping the evolution of novel signals within a species. Recent work has demonstrated a surprising level of intraspecific sensory variability [5] , indicating that some individuals are better at detecting and assessing signals than others. If receivers benefit from accurate signal assessment, selection could favour sensory organs or neural systems that improve detection and discrimination of established signals. Over time, this process could substantially influence the evolution of receiver sensory systems.
Here, we tested whether visual signalling is associated with differences in eye anatomy in Polistes paper wasps. Many Polistes have variable facial patterns that are signals of quality or individual identity while other species lack visual signals [6, 7] . In all paper wasps with visual signals, information is conveyed by the relative differences in the size and shape of facial markings among individuals (figure 1a).
Visual signal perception is expected to be relatively challenging for wasps because insect compound eyes are poor at detecting and differentiating fine detail [8] . The effects of diffraction limit the spatial resolution of compound eyes because each lens that composes the eye is small. Where high visual resolution is favoured, insects evolve localized regions of larger lenses known as acute zones [8] (figure 1b; electronic supplementary material). Increased facet size within the acute zone improves resolution by reducing the acceptance angle and increasing photon capture.
If signal detection has favoured improved vision in wasps, we expect visual signalling in Polistes to be associated with increased maximum facet diameter. Visual signalling should be relatively more challenging for smaller species because space for signal display and visual resolution are constrained by body size [8] . Therefore, we predict that smaller species will evolve proportionally larger facets in their acute zones than larger species.
Material and methods
A common method for studying the apposition eyes of insects is to make replicas of the eye surface with clear nail lacquer which is allowed to dry [9] . Using Adobe PHOTOSHOP CS5, we measured the surface area of the eye and estimated the maximum facet diameter from photographs of the flattened replica taken at 45Â using a camera mounted to a dissecting scope. For each eye, we located the frontal region with the largest facets and then sampled facets sizes in a regular grid within and around this area, to cover the entire fronto-medial region of the eye. Measures were taken blind to the identity of the species. We estimated facet diameter by measuring the length of five facets along the X, Y and Z axes of the hexagonal grid of the eye in pixels [10] . By averaging the axes and dividing by 5, we derived an estimate of facet diameter. We used the largest estimate of facet size for each eye in our analysis. Species were classified as signalling or non-signalling based on the presence or absence of intraspecific colour pattern variation as previously described in the literature ( [7] ; electronic supplementary material). Theory suggests that intraspecific colour pattern variation is often used for social signalling [11] . All Polistes species with variable colour patterns that have been studied to date use the colour pattern variation for social signalling [12 -15] , and species lacking colour pattern variation have been shown to lack signals [6] .
We used the topology inferred from recent phylogenetic hypotheses for Polistes in our analyses [16, 17] (figure 2a). We estimated branch lengths for comparative analyses using Pagel's method [18] in MESQUITE [19] . We considered four models: maximum facet diameter as a function of (i) eye surface area, (ii) signals, (iii) both eye surface area and signals as main effects and (iv) both main effects and their interaction using phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) in the program 'caper' in R [20] . Results from each of these four models are reported in table 1. We first compared the fit of different models using AIC to a null model in which maximum facet diameter was included as a random effect and report DAIC, where the better models have more negative DAIC values. Next, we provide the significance values for individual factors for the best-fit model. Values for l and d were estimated using maximum likelihood. Eye size was used to correct scaling relationships between body size and facet size, following previous studies of vespid eye morphology [21] .
Results
The best-fit model to our data includes signalling status, surface area of the eye and their interaction (table 1). Other models explain less of the variation in maximum facet diameter. The results of the best-fit model support the hypothesis that signals can shape the evolution of sensory systems, as visual signalling is associated with significantly increased maximum facet diameter (PGLS, t ¼ 2.76, p ¼ 0.014). The maximum facet diameter of wasp eyes was also strongly influenced by eye surface area (PGLS, t ¼ 10.87, p , 0.0001). Additionally, there was a significant interaction between surface area and signalling where visual signalling species with smaller eyes showed a greater increase in maximum facet diameter than visual signalling species with larger eyes (figure 2b, PGLS, t ¼ 22.45, p ¼ 0.027).
Discussion
Visual signals in Polistes influence the evolution of eye morphology; species with visual signals have increased maximum facet diameter in the acute zone relative to non-signalling species. Larger facets within the acute zone are expected to improve visual resolution [7] , allowing for better signal detection.
Although visual signalling is associated with generally increased facet size, the data suggest that enlarged facets are rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org Biol. Lett. 10: 20140254 not a requisite precursor for signal evolution. There is overlap in the facet size of species with and without visual signals. Polistes are highly visual species that live in open nests and are visual predators [22] , so all species may have the baseline acuity necessary to perceive visual signals. Therefore, it is unlikely that differences in sensory biology among wasps have given rise to variation in signalling across Polistes. Nevertheless, assessing visual signals is sufficiently challenging that it has selected for larger maximum facet size to facilitate signal detection and discrimination.
Despite studies considering the potential importance of variation in sensory systems as a factor in signal evolution [5] , surprisingly little work has considered the potential selective force that signals may exert on sensory systems. There is abundant evidence that signal features evolve to improve efficacy [23, 24] , and this study provides evidence that sensory abilities of receivers may also evolve to facilitate signal detection. Indeed, previous studies have provided evidence of cognitive adaptations in receiver processing to improve signal detection and discrimination [25] [26] [27] . The present results suggest that selection may also act to improve sensory inputs.
Communication has important consequences for both senders and receivers. Therefore, it is important to understand how selection acts on both signal form and receiver sensory abilities to facilitate effective communication. Whenever signal detection is sufficiently challenging for receivers, receiver sensory systems may evolve to improve signal detection and discrimination. The results reported here highlight the need to consider sensory systems as dynamic entities in future models of signal evolution. 
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